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COLLEGE

10-1-1991
Scout Name (Last, First) 

Brown, Jerod

TEAM

Oakland Raiders15–3rd–OAK

YEAR – RD – TM

MIAMI-FL (FLMI)

Prospect (Last, First)

Walford, Clive

Pro Scouting Report

PLAYER INFO

Pro Position(s)

TE
DOB (Age)

CAREER INFORMATION

Games Played

31
Games Started

10
Games Won

TE/H/U
Winning %

58%
Positions Started

KEY STATS

Tapes Viewed

2015: 12th in receiving yards among all Rookies (329) Tied-7th in receiving TDs among all 

Rookies (3) 3rd in receptions among all Rookie TEs (28) 2nd in receiving yards among all 

Rookie TEs (329) Tied-1st in receiving touchdowns among all Rookie TEs (3)  2016: 31st in 

receiving yards among all NFL TEs (359) 29th in receptions among all NFL TEs (33) Tied-

20th in receiving TDs among all NFL TEs (3)

A solid starting tight end, with good foot quickness, mental processing and COD to be 

valuable receiving threat. Understands leverage in route running and is comfortable with 

press or man coverage from solid competition. Will struggle as an in-line tight end in Gap 

run scheme and working in space in run game.

2015: vs DET 9/13, at GB 10/18, at KC 12/13, at OAK 12/24, at DEN 1/3

2nd-year TE that has started 10 of 31 games. Played both seasons under HC Jack Del Rio and OC Bill Musgrave

who favors a Gap run scheme. Part of rotational group at TE. Played predominantly as H/U tight end, featured in

RZ packages. Has good height and weight with solid athletic ability, with good agility, solid balance, COD,

quickness at LOS, and acceleration. Displays impressive foot quickness at the LOS and solid explosion out of a

three point stance in all phases. Good first-step explosion, including solid play strength to execute blocks at LOS

in Zone scheme. Good technique on Reach blocks, with understanding of angles at LOS to get across solid

defenders at snap. Solid in Combo blocks, with mental processing and AA to reach appropriate physical

landmarks. Immediate quickness and explosion off of LOS chews up cushions quickly, leading to success in short

to intermediate passing game. Solid overall ability to separate, using solid play strength and good hand-fighting

skills to separate at LOS against Press coverage and throughout route against Off coverage. Solid mental

processing skills, recognizing when to sit in voided zones or work back in scramble situations. Understands and

maintains leverage in routes, using head fakes in route stems and quickness/COD to separate at top of route.

Good hands that can adjust outside of frame to secure catch, including catching the ball in traffic with contact

imminent. After the catch, uses solid AA to gain yards with good foot speed to separate in open field against all

defenders, with ability to turn short gains into significant plays. Solid foot quickness and explosion to hit set

points in pass protection. Adequate ability in Gap scheme with adequate upper body strength, struggles to

maintain gap control against solid competition. Punch timing and location is inconsistent in run game, with

playside hand routinely shooting outside of defenders frame while feet stop, leading to loss of leverage at POA on

edge runs. Adequate competitive toughness and aggressiveness to win 1-on-1 at LOS every down against solid

competition, leads to apparent disinterest in sustaining efforts beyond initial contact in run game. Struggles to

accurately gauge angles in run game at second-level with adequate footwork and pad level in space. Adequate in

pass pro, with adequate punch timing that allows defenders to get hands on him first, lacks lower body strength

to anchor and competitiveness to recover versus counter moves. Adequate Chip blocker that loses leverage at

LOS by lunging into blocks and missing with contact. In 2-point stance, footwork is inconsistent against Press

coverage from solid competition, with false step of left foot at LOS leading to loss of explosion in passing game.

Adequate lower body strength to break tackles after catch. Overall, a solid receiving tight end, with good foot

quickness, mental processing and COD to be valuable receiving threat. Understands leverage in route running

and is comfortable with press or man coverage from solid competition. Will struggle as an in-line tight end in

Gap run scheme and working in space in run game.

Play Strength, Gap blocking, Pass Protection

PROJECTION

18

MEASURABLES

SUMMARY

SCHEME FIT

BEST Athletic Ability, Hands, and Separation Ability

WORST

INJURIES

Any scheme that will take advantage of his athleticism as significant threat in diverse 

passing offense.

2015- Week 1: Unspecified Knee Injury: Listed as Probable; Played w/1 rec for 1 yd Week 

10: Unspecified Quad Injury: Listed as Probable; Played w/2 rec for 25 yds Offseason after 

Rookie Season: Knee injury suffered in ATV accident, including laceration. Caused him to 

miss offseason activities. 2016- Week 5: Rt Knee Sprain suffered in Week 4 game @ BAL. 

Listed as Questionable; DNP Week 6: Listed as Questionable with Right Knee Sprain; Played 

w/ 2 rec for 25 yds


